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What is PodioBox?
PodioBox is the all-in-one system for those who
work in live event field. This platform was developed
to make an efficient, professional and convincing
presentation.
PodioBox solves the most important performance
problem – it helps to build the effective collaboration between all participants without installation of
multiple applications.

Benefits of PodioBox
PodioBox assists to manage and perform presentations in fast and easy way. This new generation
product resolves all hardware/software compatibility issues.
Offers to the planners
PodioBox has features especially developed to improve the day by day work of event organizers:

R
R

save money thanks to the automatic webcast

easily manage mp4 and online video during

performance;

recording;

R
R

use unlimited number of beamers and digital

always get the last updated version of pres-

entations, thanks to the Google Slides integration;

signages situated in different rooms without cabling, with the same or different content;

R

keep several presentations in the storage

space and manage the order of sessions;

R

allow remote speakers to perform a presenta-

tion without external videoconference software;

R

allow the speaker to upload and test his pres-

entation in private online area at any time before

R

collect in analytical overview all the informa-

tion gathered during the conference;

the performance.
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What about interaction?
PodioBox offers the “standard interactive package”,
like slides and documents sharing, polling and survey (with unlimited number of questions and results
in real time), feedback from attendees to the speaker in real time, digital agenda, speaker’s prompter,
live video streaming, integrations with Google Drive,
Slideshare, Dropbox, Youtube and much more.

Suits to any gadget
PodioBox allows speakers and attendees to use any device browser (PC, laptop,
tablet, smartphone) and even the Apple Watch as remote. All devices with a wifi
adapter can be connected to the system.
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Why PodioBox?
PodioBox has more than 20 different functions and
features. Only 9 from them exist in the market, others don’t have any analogs yet. And for sure, this is
the unique product combining all these functions in
one system.
This plug-and-play platform empowers the user to
manage all the organizing chaos from one single
epicenter.

All you need is to plug and play.
We’ll take care of the rest.
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